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Why are School Trusts important?

• Trusts exist in order to advance education for public benefit.

• While structures are a means to an end, rather than an end in themselves, the 
school trust is a knowledge-building structure which allows for deep 
collaboration and the potentiality for improving the quality of education.

• Trust leaders don’t only act within the system, they act upon it. 

• School trusts can serve an important civic function, helping to situate children, 
their families and education at the heart of a coherent public services offer. 

The strongest Trusts facilitate knowledge building through professional 
development, with a view to improving curriculum and pedagogy.  They bring 
professionals together in ways that are supported by proper strategic oversight and 
accountability. Softer partnerships and federations do not have the same leverage. 
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“Primary heads told us that, whilst 
becoming an academy had improved 
their practice and their school, this was 
primarily because of the advantages 
generated by the collaborative 
framework of a multi-academy trust.”

The primary sector benefits particularly from 
collaborative structures
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What can School Trusts do?

• A group of schools working together in a single entity can do lots of things that 
are harder for stand-alone schools to do. 

• Teachers work and learn together to improve the way they teach and schools 
can share practices that make a difference to the quality of teaching. 

• Teachers and leaders can work together on the things that matter – like 
curriculum and assessment. 

• In addition, schools where the quality of education is not yet good enough can 
be supported to improve. 

• In the collaborative structure of a School Trust, it is more possible for teachers 
and leaders to move to another school to help improve the quality of education 
where that school is struggling – and these moves are more likely to be to 
schools with more disadvantaged pupils.
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What about other forms of collaboration?

• There is an important difference between the structure of the trust and other 
forms of collaboration. The Trust is a legal entity. Collaboration is therefore 
hardwired. It is not optional. One cannot walk away if conversations about what 
needs to improve become difficult. 

• Trusts create the conditions for a group of schools to work in deep and 
purposeful collaboration through what David Hargreaves all those years ago in 
the 2000s called structural integration. 
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School Trusts as Civic Structures

School Trusts are a new form of civic structure, like NHS trusts. School Trusts work 
with other civic actors to advance education as a public good in their locality. 

Civic leadership is about the protection and promotion of public values and 
addressing issues of place or public concern. 

As well as leading a group of schools to give children a better future, Trust leaders 
look out beyond their organisation. They seek to work with other civic actors to 
ensure the value of the child, and that the collective actions of all civic actors 
protect high-quality education.
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Trusts as the vehicles for School Improvement

If we look back over the last ten years (and before that), very little education policy 
has met the test of robustness. For example, Ofsted, in its January 2020 evaluation 
report Fight or flight? How ‘stuck’ schools are overcoming isolation, lists the sheer 
number of school improvement initiatives over the last twenty years. 

Ofsted concludes that there was too much advice and that this advice was ‘thrown’ 
at schools without enough thought. They found that the quality of those providing 
advice and support was too variable. Ofsted found two circumstances which were 
perceived to work well and one of those is where designated leaders from staff 
within a Trust rather than outside of it worked in a sustained way to improve a 
school. 

The strategic oversight and accountability inherent in the trust structure can drive 
evidence-informed school improvement. Other forms of school improvement (e.g. 
local authority services, formerly teaching schools, national leaders of education) 
have no direct accountability and therefore limited impact. 
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fight-or-flight-how-stuck-schools-are-overcoming-isolation/fight-or-flight-how-stuck-schools-are-overcoming-isolation-evaluation-report
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Aligning structure and quality

Strong trusts have mobilised the best research and evidence to enhance the 
quality of education, through facilitating knowledge-building. 

They have done the following:

• Made the goal for every teacher in every classroom to be as good as they can 
be in what they teach (curriculum) and how they teach it (pedagogy).

• For this to happen, they have mobilised for every teacher the best evidence 
from research.

• They have understood that there is no improvement for pupils without 
improvement in teaching, and no improvement in teaching without the best 
professional development for teachers.
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The emerging evidence about the 
benefits of a family of schools working 
together in a strong and sustainable trust
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The Trust in Testing Times

CST asked Ofsted to delve a bit deeper into the ways in which trusts are supporting 

their schools through the pandemic. Ofsted opened an additional evidence card 

during the Autumn interim visits. 

For the school leaders Ofsted spoke to, the support of their trust was crucial. They 

told Ofsted about support with safeguarding, interpreting COVID-19 guidelines, 

developing remote learning and integrating this with the curriculum.

Professor Daniel Muijs and Karl Sampson summarised the findings in this article, 

The trust in testing times: the role of multi-academy trusts during the pandemic. 
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https://educationinspection.blog.gov.uk/2021/01/19/the-trust-in-testing-times-the-role-of-multi-academy-trusts-during-the-pandemic/
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The Trust in Testing Times - conclusions

Muijs and Sampson conclude: “One of the aims of bringing schools together in 

trusts is to provide them with levels of support and collective learning that would 

not be achievable for any school on its own. These findings show how important 

this can be to schools’ resilience in the most challenging of circumstances, and 

how being part of a greater whole builds that resilience. Trusts have supported the 

work of school leaders throughout the pandemic and seem to have done so quite 

successfully.”
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School Trusts as Robust Structures

The global pandemic has highlighted the role of public service and the value of 
education in society. School Trusts have been shown through the pandemic to be 
the most robust of school structures. 

Robustness can be defined as "a system’s ability to maintain its functions or 
characteristics in a relatively controlled and reliable manner in the face of external 
shocks or perturbations” (Campano and Woo, 2018).

Perhaps the biggest external shock to the education system within the last decade 
has been the shock of the global pandemic. It has been remarkable how groups of 
schools working together in School Trusts have been able to withstand the 
perturbations of the pandemic, and will be able to withstand future shocks as we 
recover from the educational, social and economic legacies of Covid-19. 
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School Trusts as robust structures  - new research

New research by the University of Nottingham shows that Trusts are robust 

structures. Researchers found that the collegiality of schools within Trusts was a 

key benefit during the coronavirus pandemic, with CEOs of Trusts reporting that 

they were able ease the burden on schools by centralising and redistributing tasks 

to allow schools to focus on teaching and welfare. 

The study found that Trust schools broadened traditional definitions of 

‘disadvantaged’ students, recognising that there could be two groups of those that 

are deemed vulnerable children during the pandemic. For example, there are 

those who come from lower socio-economic backgrounds and there are those who 

could be disadvantaged by both parents working full time and so could be 

experiencing emotional neglect. The schools in the study worked successfully to 

reduce disengagement in these groups.
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What about Ofsted?

As of August 2020, 75 per cent of sponsored primary and secondary academies 

that have been inspected are ‘Good’ or ‘Outstanding’ compared to only around 1 

in 10 of their predecessor schools.
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“There is no trust more sacred than the one 
the world holds with children. ” 
Kofi Annan, The State of the World’s Children, 2000
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Thank you
www.cstuk.org.uk
@CSTvoice


